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Scholars and commentators across the ideological spectrum are preparing themselves for
a revival of the nondelegation doctrine. The Supreme Court, as most know, has not invalidated a
law on nondelegation grounds since 1935, prompting the famous observation from Cass Sunstein
that the “conventional” nondelegation doctrine – which invalidates statutes that are not
sufficiently specific – “has had one good year, and 211 bad ones (and counting).”2 Nevertheless,
there are clear signals that a change is on the horizon. In the most recent major case involving
the conventional nondelegation doctrine, Gundy v. U.S., three justices signed an opinion by
Justice Gorsuch advocating the abandonment of the Court’s “intelligible principle” test and the
adoption of a more robust limitation on congressional delegations of authority to administrative
agencies.3 They were seemingly joined by Justice Alito, who though writing separately in
Gundy voiced support for “reconsider[ing] the approach we have taken for the past 84 years.”4
The critical fifth vote may come from Justice Kavanaugh, who opined in the denial of certiorari
in a similar case that “Justice Gorsuch’s scholarly analysis of the Constitution’s nondelegation
doctrine in his Gundy dissent may warrant further consideration in future cases.”5 In addition,
with the confirmation of Justice Barrett in the fall of 2020, there are now potentially six justices
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on the Court who may be sympathetic to enforcing the conventional nondelegation doctrine in a
future case.
While some originalists are preparing to celebrate the rebirth of the nondelegation
doctrine, other scholars are fretting. Julian Mortenson and Nicholas Bagley, for instance, argue
that “[t]he nondelegation doctrine didn’t exist at the founding. It’s a fable that originalists tell
themselves.” It may be “a comforting story. But it’s just not true,” they claim. Not only is it
untrue, it is also dangerous. Reviving the nondelegation doctrine “would threaten the very
foundation of the modern American state.”6 Mortenson and Bagley have published an important
article arguing that the historical record does not support the claim that the conventional
nondelegation doctrine was widely accepted or implemented during the founding period. 7
This article does not wade into the historical controversy over the legitimacy of the
nondelegation doctrine.8 Instead, it examines the claim that enforcing the conventional
nondelegation doctrine would, in Mortenson and Bagley’s words, “threaten the very foundation
of the modern American state.” It does so by exploring how the nondelegation doctrine
functions in the states. Until recently, scholars have neglected the role of the nondelegation
doctrine in the states.9 As Jason Iuliano and Keith Whittington observe, “the Supreme Court has
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been the beginning and the end of most legal inquiry into the nondelegation doctrine.” 10
Consequently scholars are generally unaware of the comparatively significant role nondelegation
plays in many states. Being unaware of this experience at the state level exacerbates fears that a
revived nondelegation doctrine would lead to a fundamental assault on modern government. 11
This article surveys the nondelegation doctrine in the states, presenting a comprehensive and
summary view. It updates the analysis found in a few important articles published in the 1990s.
Generally, it finds that, contrary to previous scholarship, the nondelegation doctrine is not very
robust even in the states where it has been used to invalidate statutes in recent decades. It also
finds that many states have been miscategorized in previous studies, either because of the age of
the precedents cited, or because cases that are called nondelegation cases, at most, involve the
application of what Sunstein calls “nondelegation canons” such as ultra vires.12 It therefore
suggests that, if the experience of the states is any guide, the Supreme Court will not
fundamentally disrupt the modern regulatory state if it imposes a more robust version of the
nondelegation doctrine in future cases.
Part I provides a brief review of the scholarship on the state nondelegation doctrines. The
discussion is necessarily brief because only two or three studies of the state nondelegation
doctrines have been published in the past few decades. This Part also examines a few
forthcoming articles that discuss the current status of the nondelegation doctrine in the states.
Part I also raises some problems with the earlier scholarship. Part II addresses one of the most
important problems with the existing scholarship on the nondelegation doctrine: the use of the
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term nondelegation to describe cases which raise issues that are related to, but different from, the
conventional nondelegation doctrine. Part II distinguishes four types of issues – ultra vires,
incorporation by reference, delegation to private entities, and delegation of the tax power – from
the conventional nondelegation cases that concern statutory grants of lawmaking or regulatory
authority to administrative bodies. It shows that many of the states scholars categorize as strong
nondelegation states have actually invalidated statutes on these narrower grounds. Part III
discusses the status of conventional nondelegation cases in the states, namely, those involving
grants of lawmaking or regulatory authority to administrative bodies. It finds that only eight
states have relatively robust nondelegation doctrines in this typical context, and even those states
rarely invalidate laws. Part IV offers some thoughts on the implications of the state
nondelegation doctrines, suggesting that – at least at the state level – the nondelegation doctrine
is not a divisive partisan issue, and has not been used to cripple states’ administrative capacities.
Therefore, current fears that the U.S. Supreme Court would dismantle the administrative state by
reviving the nondelegation doctrine may be unwarranted. A brief conclusion follows.
Part I: The Incomplete Scholarly Understanding
The two most comprehensive treatments of the state nondelegation doctrine in recent
years are by Gary Greco, published in 1994, and by Jim Rossi, published in 1999.13 Another
recent study of the state nondelegation doctrines, by Jason Iuliano and Keith Whittington,
concludes that the nondelegation doctrine is “Alive and Well” in the states.14 Two more articles
are in progress or forthcoming.15 This section summarizes the findings of these articles,
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depicting the current state of the scholarly consensus on the state nondelegation doctrines. It
then offers a friendly criticism of the analysis in these articles, suggesting that a fresh survey of
the state nondelegation doctrines will produce a more accurate but different picture. The
following sections provide that survey.
A. Surveying the Existing Scholarship
Greco’s article is the most comprehensive. It divides the states into three categories:
those with “strict standards,” those with “loose standards,” and those which focus on “procedural
safeguards.”16 He places each state in one of these three categories, with citations to relevant
cases.
Greco lists eighteen states as “strict” nondelegation states.17 These states “require[] the
legislature to provide definite standards and/or procedures that the agency must adhere to when
making a decision.”18 The standard applied in these states “requires that the legislature provide
definite and clear standards with the delegation” of power in a statute.19 Thus, even in the states
Greco categorizes as “strict” nondelegation states, the only requirement is that statutes contain
definite standards and/or procedures accompanying the delegation of power.
The other two categories, in Greco’s analysis, apply a weaker nondelegation principle.
Those states in the “loose standards” category merely require “either the legislature or the
administrative agency to provide standards and/or procedural safeguards” when making
decisions, and the states in the “procedural safeguards category” only require that “the
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administrative agency either has in place, or has adopted, procedural safeguards to follow when
making a decision.”20
Greco’s “loose standards” category contains twenty-four states.21 Although these states’
courts require some statutory standards to be specified in statutes that delegate power to
agencies, they “have allowed delegations of broad power to administrative agencies with
minimal direction from the legislature.”22 These standards can be minimal and loose. Some of
these states also require procedural safeguards in addition to the minimal and loose statutory
standards, but regardless, according to Greco, these states allow almost any statute to pass
muster.
The final category in Greco’s analysis, those states which do not require statutory
standards at all, merely focusing on “procedural safeguards,” contains six states.23 Because the
courts in these states do not require even minimal statutory standards to uphold a delegation,
Greco argues, “the legislatures have even less of an effect on policy” in these states than those in
the “loose standards” category.24 In sum, then, Greco’s survey treats eighteen states as having
relatively strong nondelegation doctrines, with the remaining states presenting variations of weak
nondelegation principles.
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Rossi’s article, which (in his words) has “attempted to update and refine [Greco’s]
summary of state doctrine,”25 also places the states into three separate categories, along similar
lines as Greco. In his analysis, the states have either “weak” nondelegation doctrines, “strong”
nondelegation doctrines, or “moderate” nondelegation doctrines.
Rossi places twenty states in the “strong” nondelegation category.26 In these states
“statutes are periodically struck on nondelegation grounds.”27 Rossi’s “strong” nondelegation
category contains all of the eighteen states in Greco’s “strict standards” category, plus Illinois
(which Greco calls a “loose standards” state) and Utah (which Greco does not categorize.
The states with a “moderate” nondelegation standards, in Rossi’s analysis, “do not always
require specific standards, but may vary the degree of standards necessary depending on the
subject matter of the statute or the scope of the statutory directive.” 28 However, all of these
states look to the statutory standards, rather than allowing procedural safeguards alone to validate
a delegation of power. Twenty-three states have such “moderate” nondelegation doctrines.29
Rossi’s “weak” nondelegation states resemble Greco’s weakest category, the “procedural
safeguards” only category. As Rossi explains, in his “weak” category courts “uphold[]
delegations as long as the agency has adequate procedural safeguards in place.”30 Rossi places
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seven states in the “weak” category – the same six that Greco places in the “procedural
safeguards” category, plus Arkansas (which Greco leaves uncategorized).31
As this brief survey illustrates, both Greco and Rossi agree on the broad outlines of the
state nondelegation doctrines. They agree that a minority of states have a “strong” or “strict
standards” doctrine, and they agree almost entirely on the states which fit into this category.32
They agree that a small number of states do not look to statutory standards at all, but merely
require procedural safeguards, and they agree almost entirely on the states which fit into this
category.33 Finally, they agree that nearly half of the states apply a loose nondelegation doctrine
in which minimal, vague statutory standards are sufficient to avoid unconstitutionally delegating
power.34 Table 1 provides an overview and comparison of the Greco and Rossi classifications of
the forty-seven states on which they agree.
Table 1: Scholars’ Classification of the State Nondelegation Doctrines
“Strict Standards” (Greco)
”Strong” (Rossi)
Florida, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, South Dakota,
Texas, Virginia, West
Virginia

“Loose Standards” (Greco)
“Moderate” (Rossi)
Alabama, Alaska, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, New
Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Vermont,
Wyoming

31
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As mentioned, both the Greco and Rossi articles appeared in the 1990s. Iuliano and
Whittington offer a more recent assessment in a 2017 article that does not place the states into
different categories, but acknowledges the higher success rate of nondelegation challenges in the
states, with citations to and discussions of relevant cases. As they summarize, “the
nondelegation doctrine “has become an increasingly important part of state constitutional law.
Contrary to the conventional wisdom, the nondelegation doctrine is alive and well, albeit in a
different location.”35 Their analysis, therefore, is consistent with the findings of Greco and
Rossi: many states have stricter nondelegation doctrines and the success rate of nondelegation
challenges at the state level is high relative to the federal nondelegation doctrine.
These studies provide an array of case citations and useful analysis that help to illuminate
the status of the state nondelegation doctrines. Nonetheless, they are misleading in important
ways. As the following subsection explains, they provide an incomplete and even sometimes
misleading picture of the state nondelegation doctrines, which are much less robust than the
scholarly accounts suggest.
Two additional articles on the status of nondelegation in the states are either in progress
or forthcoming. They tend to confirm the analysis in this article while focusing on slightly
different themes and taking different approaches. In one, Daniel Walters constructs a dataset of
over 4,000 state nondelegation cases from 1830 to 2019 and analyzes them to determine the
practical effect of different doctrinal tests applying the nondelegation principle. Adopting
Justice Gorsuch’s tentatively-advanced test in Gundy, Walters classifies the states along the three
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categories outlined in what he describes as the Gorsuch test, taken from Justice Gorsuch’s
dissenting opinion in Gundy: 1) the distinction between the power to decide important matters
and to fill in the details, 2) the power to find facts that trigger legal effects specified in law, and
3) power may be permissibly delegated if the executive inherently shares overlapping power in
that domain.36 He finds that there is no statistically significant difference in the frequency of
invalidation across states that adopt different categories of the Gorsuch test, suggesting that the
Gorsuch test would not be “meaningfully more stringent than the intelligible principle
standard.”37 Walters’ study provides a deep empirical dive into the operation of the
nondelegation doctrine over an extensive period of time in the states. This article compliments
Walters’ analysis but differs in its approach in a few important respects. First, it focuses on how
the nondelegation doctrine is applied in the states today, focusing on a briefer and more recent
timeframe to capture how the states currently employ the doctrine. Second, it explores the
reasoning of the courts in prominent cases to illustrate how the various tests are applied rather
than examining the trends empirically in a large dataset.
The other article in progress, by Benjamin Silver, highlights the states’ “hardly
monolithic” approach to nondelegation, focusing as this article does on the wide variety of
contexts in which the nondelegation doctrine is applied in the states. In addition, it aims to unite
these various manifestations of the nondelegation doctrine in the states under two “motivations
or theories of nondelegation,” the “Separation of Powers theory” and the “Sovereignty theory.” 38
Like Walters’ analysis, Silver’s article supports the claim in this article that much of what
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appears to be a conventional nondelegation doctrine in the states is actually the manifestation of
related, but slightly different concerns, than those scholars focus on at the national level.
B. The Problems with the Existing Scholarship
While the studies published in the 1990s are valuable, they are limited by several factors.
The most obvious and fundamental problem is that they are obsolete. Greco’s case citations run
from the years 1950-1991 and many of the cases cited as evidence for a particular state’s
approach to nondelegation are over 50 years old. While some of these cases may not have been
explicitly overturned, if a state’s highest court has not offered a pronouncement on the
nondelegation doctrine since the 1960s or 1970s, it may not be useful to cite old cases as
evidence for calling them “strict” nondelegation states. Although Rossi adds some cases to those
cited by Greco, his analysis relies almost entirely on the cases Greco cites, and is subject to the
same criticism.
Since these articles were published over twenty years ago, it is understandable that some
of the data on which they rely are outdated. Concerns about obsolescence are confirmed when
looking at some of the states categorized by Greco and Rossi. For instance, both articles place
Virginia in the “strict standards” or “strong” nondelegation category on the basis of a 1955 case,
Chapel v. Commonwealth, in which a statute delegating regulatory authority to a Dry Cleaner’s
Board was struck.39 As this article explains later, Chapel does not appear to be a widely-cited
precedent and the Supreme Court of Virginia generally upholds statutes that delegate authority to
administrative bodies. Ohio and Massachusetts are also placed into the strong or strict
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nondelegation category, but as this article explains below, nondelegation challenges have not
been successful in those states for some time.
In sum, to understand the current state of the nondelegation doctrine in the states, it is
necessary to update these studies with more current cases. Iuliano and Whittington’s historical
analysis confirms this point. Their study finds that the number, and success rate, of
nondelegation challenges actually rose in the period from 1937-1980. As they write, “the
nondelegation doctrine not only survived the New Deal era, but increased in strength for decades
after.”40 However, their data suggests that the timing of the Greco and Rossi articles may date
them considerably, because they find a sharp decline in the number of nondelegation challenges
and their success rate after 1980.41 In other words, the success rate of state nondelegation
challenges has fallen considerably in the past forty years, and studies which rely on cases
decided in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s may not accurately capture the way the nondelegation
doctrine works in a state today.42
This article therefore presents an updated picture of the nondelegation doctrine in the
states by focusing almost exclusively on cases decided since 1980. Because that is when the
doctrine began its decline, according to the data compiled by Iuliano and Whittington, any
successful nondelegation challenges since then would indicate a relatively robust doctrine.
A second problem with these studies is that they seem to miscategorize several states.
Greco concedes in his pioneering study that some of his categorizations may have been
inaccurate.43 Among the eighteen states he categorizes as “strict” states, the statutes were upheld
40
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in the leading cases in nine states.44 In two of these states Greco acknowledges that they could
be miscategorized as “strict.”45 This leaves only nine states where the leading cases actually
resulted in the invalidation of a statute under the nondelegation doctrine. 46
In other words, both Greco and Rossi categorize some states as “strict” or “strong”
nondelegation states, but their leading cases upheld the statutes against nondelegation challenges.
As Greco admits, “Category I [Strict Standards] states appear to adhere to a strict nondelegation
doctrine. Recently, however, as this survey demonstrates, nine out of the eighteen states within
Category I have upheld delegations of power to state agencies. Moreover, all of the states in
Categories II and III recently upheld delegations to state agencies.”47 Classifying a state that has
not invalidated a statute on nondelegation grounds as a strong nondelegation state is likely
overinclusive.
The third and final difficulty with these studies is that they treat state nondelegation cases
as a monolithic category. This is a misleading approach that fails to capture the differences in
nondelegation cases at the state level. Many cases that are cited by leading studies are
substantively different than the typical nondelegation case which involves the delegation of
lawmaking or regulatory authority to an agency. States treat delegations of tax power,
delegations to private actors, and other types of delegations differently than the typical
delegation. A statute may be invalidated in a state on narrow grounds that do not apply to the
delegation of lawmaking or regulatory authority. Classifying such a state as a strong
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nondelegation state may fail to capture how that state’s courts address the delegation of
regulatory authority. For instance, it may surprise readers to see New York’s inclusion on the
list of strong nondelegation states. Its inclusion, however, is misleading, because its leading
“nondelegation” cases are more accurately described as ultra vires cases, as this article describes
at length below.
To avoid this difficulty, the analysis in this article distinguishes the conventional
nondelegation case, involving the delegation of lawmaking or regulatory power, from other
contexts. Some of these contexts are simply not about nondelegation, such as the ultra vires
cases. Others involve more specific nondelegation issues such as delegations to private actors,
delegations of tax power, delegations back to the people through initiative petitions, or
delegations to other actors through incorporation by reference. Some states, such as New York,
Texas, and Arizona, take stricter approaches to these narrower questions than to the issue of
delegation to regulatory agencies generally, as this article explains below.
Admittedly, distinguishing the state cases involving the conventional nondelegation
doctrine from the cases that apply nondelegation-type arguments narrows our view of how the
nondelegation doctrine affects the law more generally. It is important to note that nondelegationrelated doctrines may play an important role in shaping the law, and thus that the impact of the
nondelegation doctrine may be broader in these states than it would appear if we merely focus on
the conventional nondelegation doctrine. However, the contemporary debate over the
resurrection of the nondelegation doctrine is focused on the conventional doctrine, by which
statutes are invalidated for transferring power from legislatures to regulatory bodies. Thus, in
order to assess the current state of that conventional doctrine in the states, as well as the possible
impact of reviving the conventional doctrine at the national level, it is helpful to focus our
14

attention on how the states apply this conventional doctrine. This makes it necessary to
distinguish other nondelegation-type arguments from applications of the conventional
nondelegation doctrine.
Before turning to the states and the cases, a caveat must be noted. In state nondelegation
cases, the state courts are, of course, applying state constitutional provisions, which differ
significantly from the U.S. Constitution. Many states have stronger separation of powers
provisions in their state constitutions, and some even have express nondelegation language. As
Rossi explains, “[t]he overwhelming majority of modern state constitutions contain a strict
separation of powers clause.”48 The most famous, the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780,
proclaims that “the legislative department shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers,
or either of them: the executive shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or either
of them: The judicial shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them:
to the end it may be a government of laws and not of men.”49 Rossi explains that thirty-five
states have similar clauses in their constitutions. 50 In addition, some state constitutions, such as
Arkansas’, expressly prohibit delegation of certain functions, such as the power to tax. 51
Presumably, if states with strong constitutional nondelegation provisions strike down
statutes, they would be of limited value in guiding the Supreme Court, which cannot rely on
similar clauses in its nondelegation analysis. That presumption, however, may not be accurate.
In nondelegation cases at both the state and national level the constitutional text matters less than
the analysis of what constitutes a delegation of legislative rather than executive power. Whether
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a state contains a strong separation of powers provision or not, the state courts still have to
determine the nature of the power delegated. That analysis is what determines the outcome in
most cases. Indeed, Rossi notes that almost all of the states that are “weak” nondelegation states
contain strict separation of powers clauses. As he summarizes, “[m]any state supreme courts
invoke a strong or moderate version of the nondelegation doctrine, rather than the weak version
endorsed by federal courts. This is true regardless of the texts of state constitutions.” 52 In other
words, the state constitutional text does not dictate the way state courts approach the
nondelegation doctrine. Therefore, their analyses are not confined to their own contexts, and can
still be instructive for the Supreme Court as it applies the nondelegation doctrine at the national
level.
Part II: Targeted Applications of the State Nondelegation Doctrines
A chief problem with existing studies of the state nondelegation doctrines is that they
treat all nondelegation cases as part of a single category. If a case was decided on delegation
grounds it is usually counted in these studies as a typical nondelegation case. However, as this
section explains, many of the cases in which state courts have invalidated statutes use the
language of nondelegation, but they present unique or narrow circumstances that distinguish
them from conventional nondelegation inquiries. Once we distinguish these cases from the
typical cases, the state nondelegation doctrines will appear in a clearer light.
A. Nondelegation as Ultra Vires
Several states have invoked the nondelegation doctrine since 1980 to invalidate agency
actions for what should more accurately be described as ultra vires reasons. Most prominently,
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the New York Court of Appeals (which serves as that state’s highest court) invalidated the New
York City Department of Health’s “soda ban” under a test devised by a major 1987 case called
Boreali v. Axelrod.53 The Boreali case struck regulations governing smoking in public areas
because the agency had “overstepped the boundaries of its lawfully delegated authority when it
promulgated a comprehensive code to govern tobacco smoking in areas that are open to the
public.”54 In other words, the problem in Boreali and in Hispanic Chambers of Commerce (the
“soda ban” case) was that the agency assumed authority not granted in the delegation, not
whether the statute lawfully delegated authority. Similar challenges have recently prevailed in
other states, sometimes adopting the language of nondelegation.55
These cases offer relatively little guidance for the Supreme Court’s nondelegation
jurisprudence since the Court has incorporated ultra vires considerations in other doctrines.
Most notably, the Court has consistently used the nondelegation doctrine as a canon of
construction to limit agency actions that are based upon expansive interpretations of statutory
delegations. It has also incorporated these concerns into its Chevron analysis of agency statutory
interpretation.56
B. Nondelegation and Incorporation by Reference
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State statutes often incorporate definitions of legal terms promulgated by other
governmental bodies or agencies. In some cases at the state level, nondelegation challenges have
succeeded on the grounds that such laws improperly delegate legislative authority because they
enable non-legislative actors to define the terms of statutes. These laws typically fall into one of
two categories: incorporation of federal definitions or incorporation of technical terms and
standards issued by trade organizations.
In one prominent 1978 case from Arizona, State v. Williams, the Arizona Supreme Court
declared a welfare statute unconstitutional because it incorporated federal and state definitions of
fraud contained in administrative rules that could be changed post-enactment. The court claimed
that “an incorporation by state statute of rules, regulations, and statutes of federal bodies to be
promulgated subsequent to the enactment of the state statute constitutes an unlawful delegation
of legislative power.”57 The statute was invalidated only on these narrow grounds. The court
took pains to state that most statutes containing intelligible principles will be upheld. Similarly,
the Oklahoma Supreme Court invalidated a law in 1995 for tying the prevailing wage rate to that
of the U.S. Department of Labor.58 In most states, as long as the law incorporates a term or
definition that is frozen in another state or federal statute, it is equivalent to the legislature
enacting that into law and therefore raises no delegation problem. On the other hand, if the
incorporated standard can be changed by another governmental body, the legislature has
effectively delegated its lawmaking power to that body, since the latter can change the law that
the former enacted.59
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Incorporation of private organizations’ standards, typically in cases involving
occupational licensing, presents more challenging issues for state courts. This is partly due to
the private nature of the delegation, which many states scrutinize more strictly than delegations
to governmental bodies (as explained in the following subsection). In some states these
delegations have been found invalid. The Supreme Court of Kansas, for instance, invalidated a
scheme for registering pharmacists that required applicants to be a graduate of a college
accredited by a private accreditation organization.60 This scheme, the court claimed, “has the
effect of delegating to [the accreditation agency] through its accreditation process the standards
of education required before registration is permitted.” The court concluded that such a
delegation “constitutes an unlawful delegation of legislative authority to a nongovernmental
association and is constitutionally impermissible.”61 On the other hand, most states affirm the
constitutionality of occupational licensing schemes when they are challenged on nondelegation
grounds.62
C. Private Delegation in the States
In Carter v. Carter Coal, the Supreme Court proclaimed delegation of legislative power
to private actors to be “legislative delegation in its most obnoxious form.” 63 Following the logic
of that pronouncement, many states have imposed heightened scrutiny against delegations of
power to private actors. The Supreme Court of Louisiana struck statutes in 2013 that assessed
rice growers to pay for marketing for the state’s rice industry, with the assessments voted upon
by the rice growers themselves.64 In 1999, the Arkansas Supreme Court invalidated a similar
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scheme.65 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court recently applied the nondelegation doctrine against
a workers’ compensation statute that required physicians to use impairment ratings from the
American Medical Association.66 In Kansas, the state’s supreme court struck down a statute that
set up a Workers’ Compensation Board containing members selected by the Kansas Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and the Kansas AFL-CIO.67
The Louisiana and the Pennsylvania courts explicitly stated that private delegations must
be treated more strictly than delegations to public agencies. Louisiana’s court invoked the
Supreme Court’s statement from Carter Coal quoted above regarding private delegation and
indicated that the rice marketing assessment was unconstitutional because “[t]he Legislature
cannot delegate to private citizens the power to create or repeal laws.” 68 The Pennsylvania
Supreme Court opined that in giving the American Medical Association’s impairment ratings
legal authority “the General Assembly delegated authority to a private entity, not to a
government agency or body. Conceptually, this fact poses unique concerns that are absent when
the General Assembly…vests an executive-branch agency with the discretion to administer the
law.”69
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The most prominent instance of a state crafting a private delegation doctrine, however,
comes from Texas. In Texas Boll Weevil Eradication Foundation v. Lewellen, known as the
“Boll Weevil” case, the Texas Supreme Court struck down a 1993 statute similar to the rice
marketing scheme struck by Louisiana’s court two decades later.70 The law authorized cotton
growers to propose geographic eradication zones and to impose assessments for cotton growers
to pay for boll weevil eradication. The court argued it was “axiomatic that courts should subject
private delegations to a more searching scrutiny than their public counterparts.” 71 To apply this
principle, the court constructed an eight-factor balancing test to evaluate the constitutionality of
such delegations. According to this test, the following factors must be considered:
•

Are the private delegate’s actions subject to meaningful review by a state agency or
other branch of state government?

•

Are the persons affected by the private delegate’s actions adequately represented in
the decisionmaking process?

•

Is the private delegate’s power limited to making rules, or does the delegate also
apply the law to particular individuals?

•

Does the private delegate have a pecuniary or other personal interest that may conflict
with its public function?

•

Is the private delegate empowered to define criminal acts or impose criminal
sanctions?

•
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•

Does the private delegate possess special qualifications or training for the task
delegated to it?

•

Has the legislature provided sufficient guidelines to guide the private delegate in its
work?72

The Texas Supreme Court, in Boll Weevil and subsequent cases, indicated that “the importance
of each factor will necessarily differ in each case.”73 It went on to use Boll Weevil’s multi-factor
test in some important cases, including a decision regarding the validity of water quality zones
that were created by homeowners in the City of Houston.74 In Boll Weevil, the court made clear
that this heightened scrutiny applied “only to private delegations, not to the usual delegations by
the Legislature to an agency or another department of government.”75
D. Delegation and the Tax Power
Delegation of the tax power to private entities is especially vulnerable to judicial scrutiny
in several states. In many of these cases the issue of private delegation and the delegation of tax
power are intermingled, making it difficult to discern whether these cases constitute a separate
category or a subset of the private delegation cases.
In Virginia, a statute delegating taxing power to the Northern Virginia Transportation
Authority (NVTA), a political subdivision of Virginia that encompasses several Northern
Virginia counties, was held unlawful on nondelegation grounds.76 The Supreme Court of
Virginia concluded that the state’s general assembly left “the sole discretion to impose the
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regional taxes and fees” with NVTA. Because the state’s Bill of Rights enshrined in Article I of
its Constitution mandated that taxes could not be imposed without the consent of the people or
their representatives, the court concluded that the state legislature could not delegate the tax
power “to a non-elected body such as NVTA.”77 Virginia, therefore, clearly prohibits delegating
the taxing power to unelected bodies.
Idaho and North Dakota have also addressed the delegation of tax power in recent cases.
For instance, the Supreme Court of Idaho upheld a law in 1984 authorizing the creation of
auditorium districts that could impose sales taxes on hotels. The court defended the legitimacy
of the delegation by focusing on provisions in the law that narrowed the scope of the delegation
by defining the specific purposes for which the taxes must be used and the limit on the amount of
the tax that could be imposed.78 The following year it used the same framework to uphold a
similar delegation of tax authority.79 One justice dissented from the court’s opinion in the latter
case and summarized the court’s approach as follows: the court will uphold delegations of tax
power if the law contains “(1) clear definitions of who could tax and what could be taxed; (2) an
established upper tax limit which the [agency] could not exceed [sic] in imposing a tax; (3) a
clear purpose for which the revenues thus earned must be spent; and (4) specific details by which
the tax would be administered and collected.”80 Although this summary of the prevailing
doctrine comes from a dissenting opinion, it seems to summarize accurately the factors the Idaho
court uses to determine the legitimacy of previous delegations of tax power.
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North Dakota takes a stronger stance against such delegations. One notable case that has
been extensively cited by other state courts is Scott v. Donnelly, in which the North Dakota
Supreme Court held that the state legislature could not grant the authority to set excise tax rates
on potatoes to a Potato Development Commission appointed by the governor.81 In doing so, the
court not only ruled against a delegation of the taxing power, but also did so when the delegation
went to a public rather than a private entity.82
These four contexts – ultra vires, reference by incorporation, private delegations, and
delegations of tax power – present unique circumstances that many state courts treat differently
than the typical nondelegation case, which focuses on the delegation of lawmaking or regulatory
power to administrative agencies. Separating these cases and issues from the typical category
allows us to focus more sharply on the narrow set of states and cases where courts have created
tests to apply the nondelegation doctrine in that context.
Part III: Delegation of Lawmaking or Regulatory Authority
In contrast to the issues discussed in the previous section, the central controversy over the
Supreme Court’s potential revival of the nondelegation doctrine is Congress’s delegation of
lawmaking or regulatory authority to administrative bodies. The core of the nondelegation
doctrine is in its application to the delegation of legislative or regulatory power. Thus, this
section provides an extended discussion of the states’ doctrines as applied in that context – the
“conventional” nondelegation doctrine as Sunstein calls it.83
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Those looking to the states for robust nondelegation doctrines that limit delegations of
lawmaking or regulatory authority to administrative agencies will be disappointed. While some
state courts imposed strict limits on such delegations through the middle part of the 20 th Century,
very few do so today. In the states where nondelegation challenges have been successful in
recent years, the analysis does not appear very different from the Supreme Court’s intelligible
principle test. The difference is in how the courts apply the test. In these few states, the test is
whether there are adequate standards and procedural safeguards to ensure proper judicial review
of administrative rules and provide accountability to the public.
The highest courts of a few states, however, have applied a more workable and specific
test to determine whether a statute violates the nondelegation doctrine. In these cases, courts ask
whether statutes adequately define an agency’s scope of authority by examining whether the
persons subject to the agency’s authority are carefully identified in the statute. Illinois and
Florida, in particular, constructed such tests in recent decades.
Since 1980, when Iuliano and Whittington claim the doctrine went into decline, other
states have invalidated statutes on nondelegation grounds, but almost all of the statutes at issue
appear to have been carelessly crafted and to have contained no limits on agency discretion.
They simply authorized an administrative officer or body to exercise authority without any
guidance as to the ends to be pursued. This is the case with the decisions from Alaska, New
Hampshire, Montana, Oklahoma, and Vermont, discussed below.
This part begins by briefly describing the prevailing lax approach to nondelegation taken
by the vast majority of states. It then focuses on the states where the nondelegation doctrine is
applied with some rigor and quotes extensively from the cases to illustrate the approach state
courts take in these cases.
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A. The Majority of States: Nondelegation is Moribund
Most states apply a weak nondelegation doctrine, similar to that of the U.S. Supreme
Court, which simply looks to statutes for vague standards or statements of policy in order to
uphold them. While not explicitly using the “intelligible principle” test that the U.S. Supreme
Court has adopted, these states’ courts use essentially the same approach. States as varied as
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Ohio, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi,
Massachusetts, New York, and Utah have followed this approach since the middle of the 20 th
Century.84 In many of these states, courts also focus on the procedural safeguards that
accompany the delegation in determining whether a statute is constitutional.85 Some
combination of broad standards and procedural safeguards is sufficient to survive nondelegation
challenges. In all of these states, though, the approach mirrors the U.S. Supreme Court’s
traditional approach to identifying intelligible principles in regulatory statutes.
The Ohio case of Redman v. Ohio Department of Industrial Relations (1996) is
representative.86 In that case, an oil company challenged a law enacted by the general assembly
which declared that “[n]o person shall drill a new well…without having a permit to do so issued
by the chief of the [Ohio] Division of Oil and Gas [ODOG].” If a proposed well was to be
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located in a coal-bearing township, the law required the chief of ODOG to transmit copies of the
permit application to the chief of the Ohio Division of Mines (ODM). The chief of ODM was
required by law to notify the owner (or lessee) of any “affected mine” of the application, and if
that owner (or lessee) objects, to disapprove the application “if in the opinion of the chief [of
ODM] the objection is well-founded.”87 In short, the chief of the Ohio Department of Mines was
required by the statute to determine whether there were any “affected mines” and to disapprove
of applications if their objections were “well-founded.”
Redman Oil Company alleged that these phrases constituted unlawful delegations of
legislative power to the chief of ODM. After acknowledging the importance and long history of
the nondelegation doctrine in Ohio, the Ohio Supreme Court argued that “a rigid application of
the nondelegation doctrine would unduly hamstring the administration of the laws.” Therefore,
the Court concluded, citing a previous case, “A statute does not unconstitutionally delegate
legislative power if it establishes, through legislative policy and such standards as are practical,
an intelligible principle to which the administrative officer or body must conform and further
establishes a procedure whereby exercise of the discretion can be reviewed effectively.”88 After
quoting from some general policy statements set forth at the beginning of the statute, the Ohio
Supreme Court easily concluded, “[t]hese policy statements establish intelligible principles: the
safety of persons; the conservation of property; the maximum utilization, development, and
production of coal in an environmentally and economically proficient manner; and the
prevention of physical and economic waste.”89 In sum, the Ohio Supreme Court determined that
vague statutory goals such as “safety of persons,” “prevention of physical and economic waste,”
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and the like were sufficient to establish that a statute contained intelligible principles and would
survive nondelegation challenges.
Ohio’s application of the nondelegation doctrine in Redman, is illustrative of the kind of
weak nondelegation doctrine that most states apply to delegations of lawmaking authority to
administrative agencies. The remainder of this section discusses the few states that enforce a
more robust nondelegation doctrine.
B. Illinois Creates and Abandons a Nondelegation Test
One state is worthy of close attention despite the decline of its nondelegation doctrine
into obsolescence. Until approximately forty years ago, the Supreme Court of Illinois was
notorious for striking statutes on nondelegation grounds.90 Thus, Rossi classifies it as a “strong”
nondelegation state. Illinois’s strong nondelegation test, established in the 1977 case of Stofer v.
Motor Vehicle Casualty Co., contained three requirements for any statute facing a nondelegation
challenge.91 To be held valid, statutes had to identify “(1) The persons and activities potentially
subject to regulation; (2) the harm sought to be prevented; and (3) the general means intended to
be available to the administrator to prevent the identified harm.” 92
The court also identified principles that should guide the judicial inquiry at each prong of
the test. As the court explained, “(1) The legislature must do all that is practical to define the
scope of the legislation, i.e., the persons and activities which may be subject to the
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administrator’s authority…(2) With regard to identifying the harm sought to be prevented, the
legislature may use somewhat broader, more generic language than in the first element. It is
sufficient if, from the language of the statute, it is apparent what types of evil the statute is
intended to prevent….(3) Finally, with regard to the means intended to be available, the
legislature must specifically enumerate the administrative tools (e.g., regulations, licenses,
enforcement proceedings) and the particular sanctions, if any, intended to be available.”93
Applying the test to the facts in Stofer, the court upheld an insurance statute from the
1930s that authorized the state’s Director of Insurance to promulgate rules to promote uniformity
in all basic fire and lightning insurance policies. Two years later, however, in Thygesen v.
Callahan, the court used the Stofer test to invalidate a statute that authorized a Director of
Financial Institutions to promulgate maximum rates for check cashing and writing of money
orders.94 The court found that the first prong of the Stofer test was satisfied because the statute
identified the persons and activities subject to regulation, namely currency exchanges. The
statute failed the second part of the test, however, because it did not identify the harm to be
prevented. Instead, the statute merely authorized the Director to promulgate “reasonable” rates.
In the same year, the court applied the Stofer test in another case, this one involving allocations
for municipalities to divert water from Lake Michigan under a rationing system. 95 The court
applied the three-part test from Stofer and found that the law establishing the rationing system
clearly identified the persons subject to regulation, the harm sought to be prevented, and the
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primary means to be employed.96 It therefore upheld the allocations against nondelegation
challenges from several municipalities.
For reasons that have, to this author’s knowledge, never been fully explained by scholars,
the Supreme Court of Illinois retreated to a more permissive test in the years following Stofer
and Thygesen. That test was a generalized “intelligible standards” test that resembles the
permissive intelligible principle test used in many states and by the U.S. Supreme Court. The
“intelligible standards” test, from the 1966 case Hill v. Relyea, merely requires “that intelligible
standards be set to guide the agency charged with enforcement, and the precision of the
permissible standard must necessarily vary according to the nature of the ultimate objective and
the problems involved.”97 This test was used to uphold statutes authorizing regulation subject to
a vague “public interest” requirement in the 1982 case of People v. Carter, without any mention
of the Stofer precedent or test.98 Stofer seems to have disappeared as an authority in Illinois
delegation cases and the state now applies a looser requirement. Although Illinois can no longer
be categorized as a strict nondelegation state, it is nonetheless noteworthy that until recently it
had devised and applied a workable, multi-pronged nondelegation test that policed the outer
boundaries of legislative delegations to administrative bodies.
C. Nine “Robust” Nondelegation States
Unlike Illinois, several states continue to enforce a relatively vigorous nondelegation
doctrine in the regulatory context. In these states, the nondelegation analysis asks whether
statutes contain standards or guidelines that serve to limit agency discretion. Even in these
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states, however, it is difficult to determine whether the courts have applied the nondelegation
doctrine consistently. These states are: Alaska, Florida, Kentucky, New Hampshire, Montana,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Vermont.
1. Alaska
Alaska applies a “sufficient standards” test that requires a statute to contain sufficient
standards to withstand scrutiny.99 In State v. Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Supreme Court
of Alaska invalidated a gubernatorial impoundment of funds from the legislature’s
appropriation.100 The decision was authorized by the state’s Executive Budget Act, which
enabled the governor to withhold appropriations in the face of a looming budget deficit. The
statute was invalidated by Alaska’s Supreme Court as “an unconstitutional delegation of
legislative power.”101
The court distinguished the broad discretion given to the governor from recent cases in
which delegations were upheld.102 This case was unique, the court claimed, because it was “a
delegation of authority over the entire budget,” because the law “articulated no principles,
intelligible or otherwise, to guide the executive,” and because it provided “no policy guidance as
to how the cuts should be distributed.”103 In short, Alaska’s Supreme Court only held the law
invalid because it a) dealt with budgetary authority rather than regulatory authority, and b)
contained no guidance or intelligible principles. In Alaska most delegations are upheld as long
as the law does not grant authority over major policies with little to no guidance. Cases
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subsequent to Fairbanks North Star have upheld delegations as long as the court can find some
statement of purpose or policy in the law.104 There has not been a wave of litigation on the
nondelegation doctrine in Alaska due to the court’s decision in Fairbanks North Star Borough.
Thus, even Alaska’s status as a strong nondelegation state should be qualified: the primary
precedent for this claim involves the specific question of delegating the power to make fiscal
policy, rather than regulatory authority. In most other contexts Alaska resembles the weak
nondelegation states.
2. Florida
Eight states in addition to Alaska – Florida, Kentucky, New Hampshire, Montana,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Vermont – have followed this same trend in cases
over the past forty years: statutes sometimes ran afoul of the nondelegation doctrine, but these
cases are rare, the circumstances were often extraordinary, and the invalidated statutes were
typically crafted in extraordinarily vague terms. In Florida, the leading case is Askew v. Cross
Key Waterways (1978), which invalidated a provision of the state’s Environmental Land and
Water Management Act that empowered an agency to designate areas of “critical state concern”
for environmental protection.105 Although the statute at issue more closely resembled an
ordinary delegation of regulatory power than those analyzed in the other cases noted in this
subsection, the Florida Supreme Court’s analysis found the statute to be devoid of standards.
The court’s opinion suggested that one specific feature of the law resulted in its
invalidation: “the absence of legislative definition of priorities among competing areas and
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resources which require protection.”106 The decision noted similar legislation in other states, but
with one critical difference: whereas the other states’ statutes defined the geographic areas to be
protected in the law, the Florida statute left the scope of the law to administrative definition.107
A connection might be drawn between the court’s reasoning in Askew and the first prong of the
Supreme Court of Illinois’ test in Stofer.108 In both cases the law left the agency to determine the
scope of the authority granted to it. This resembles delegations of authority to federal agencies ,
such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s authority to define the extent of protected “critical
habitat” in the Endangered Species Act. When an agency receives the power to determine the
scope of its own authority, these tests suggest that the nondelegation doctrine is especially
implicated.
The Florida Supreme Court’s reasoning in Askew also cited the lack of statutory
standards as a reason for striking the statute. As the court concluded, “[w]hen legislation is so
lacking in guidelines that neither the agency nor the courts can determine whether the agency is
carrying out the intent of the legislature in its conduct, then, in fact, the agency becomes the
lawgiver rather than the administrator of the law.”109 This more conventional nondelegation
analysis was employed to invalidate another Florida statute in the high-profile case of Terri
Schiavo. In that case the Florida Supreme Court invalidated “Terri’s Law,” which authorized the
governor to issue a stay to prevent withholding nutrition and hydration from patients under
certain circumstances, on the grounds that the law failed to provide any standards or purposes to
guide the governor’s discretion.110 In another Florida case, Chiles v. Children A, B, C, D, E, and
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F, decided in 1991, the state’s supreme court invalidated a law that authorized the governor to
establish an administrative commission to reduce state agencies’ operating budgets in order to
present a deficit.111 The facts, in other words, were similar to those in the Alaska case of State v.
Fairbanks North Star Borough, described above.112 As with Fairbanks North Star Borough, the
Florida court noted that the legislature’s power to appropriate state funds was especially
legislative and “is to be exercised only through duly elected statutes.” 113
As one scholar has noted, many Florida laws have been challenged on nondelegation
grounds since Askew, and some of those challenges have been successful.114 However, at the
same time, the doctrine has not led to wholesale invalidation of major regulatory programs in the
state. The Florida Supreme Court continues to acknowledge the need for some delegation, which
is possible even within the confines of a relatively strict nondelegation doctrine.115 In other
words, Florida’s adoption of a somewhat robust nondelegation doctrine has not led to the
crippling of administrative agencies.
3. Kentucky
As Benjamin Silver notes, the Supreme Court of Kentucky recently claimed that “in the
area of nondelegation, Kentucky may be unsurpassed by any state in the Union.” 116 In a case in
1996 the court invalidated a statutory provision involving billboard regulation by the state’s
Transportation Cabinet because the underlying provision was “unconstitutionally vague and
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overbroad.” That provision permitted roadside advertising devices that presented “public service
information such as time, date, temperature, weather, or similar information.” The court
declared that “the legislature has given no guidance to the Cabinet by defining the words ‘public
service information’ and ‘similar information.’ This part of the statute amounts to an
unconstitutional delegation of legislative power.” 117 This case, Flying J Travel Plaza v.
Commonwealth Transportation Cabinet, is noteworthy because it involved a statutory delegation
that is seemingly narrower in scope than those analyzed in other states in this section. Indeed,
the term “public service information” was followed by a list of specific items: “time, date,
temperature, weather.” Such a provision arguably limits the scope of “public service
information” to matters that resemble those specified in the provision.
4. Montana
Montana may be the state with the largest number of statutes invalidated on
nondelegation grounds in the past few decades. The Montana Supreme Court invalidated a
statute in 1979 because it provided no standards for the Department of Business Regulation to
apply when ruling on merger applications by savings and loan associations.118 The statute
merely authorized mergers “by and with the consent and approval” of the Department. 119 In
striking the statute, the Montana Supreme Court acknowledged that “the trend is away from
requiring that statutory standards or guides be specified” in legislation, but announced that
“[w]hile this may be the trend under federal law and in some states, it is not Montana’s
position.”120 In this case, as in the Schiavo case in Florida or In Re Petition in Oklahoma121, the
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statute simply failed to specify any standards. It “provides no standards or guidelines either
expressed or otherwise ascertainable,” merely requiring the consent and approval of the
agency.122
The Montana Supreme Court has invalidated several other statutes since 1979. In 1983
the court ruled that a zoning ordinance requiring neighbors’ consent to grant a variance was an
unconstitutional delegation of legislative power because it contained no guidance to determine
the propriety of withholding consent.123 Five years later the court struck down a statute
empowering a Science and Technology Board to make public investments in technology. 124
Although the statute contained an extensive list of criteria to guide the Board in making the
investments (including “prospects for collaboration” between public and private sectors,
“prospects for achieving commercial success,” “job creation potential,” and “involvement of
existing institutional research strength”), the court claimed that the criteria did not “rise to the
level of the objective criteria” contained in other statutes that were held constitutional. Rather,
“[t]hey are more akin to general policy considerations underlying the entire technology
investment program.”125 While there appeared to be standards limiting the Board’s discretion in
making the technology investments, the court found them to be too subjective to serve as
meaningful limits. The opinion did not elaborate on why these criteria were “policy
considerations” rather than “objective criteria,” though that distinction seems to have been
pivotal in the statute’s demise.
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Finally, in the 2000 case of Hayes v. Lame Deer High School District, the court
invalidated a statute delegating authority to county school superintendents to rule on petitions to
transfer territory among school districts. The law only required the superintendents to consider
“the effects that the transfer would have on those residing in the territory proposed for transfer as
well as those residing in the remaining territory of the high school district.”126 In the court’s
view, this broad standard “fails to provide any checks on the discretion of the county
superintendent” and provided “no criteria for balancing the effects felt by the parties
involved.”127 Montana’s Supreme Court, in brief, has invalidated several statutes on
nondelegation grounds over the past few decades. In doing so, it has required not only that
statutes contain standards, but that those standards are sufficiently objective that they can be
measured and tested to determine whether the agency is following the law. Presumably, this
would render some vague statutory phrases such as a “public interest” or “public convenience or
necessity” standard vulnerable to nondelegation challenges, but it does not appear that
Montana’s Supreme Court has invalidated those sorts of provisions.
5. New Hampshire
The New Hampshire Supreme Court invalidated statutes on nondelegation grounds in
two cases in the 1980s for a similar lack of sufficiently objective standards. The leading case,
Smith Insurance v. Grievance Committee, both articulated the test and held unlawful a delegation
authorizing an insurance Grievance Committee to “order the insurance company to rescind
termination” of an agency agreement between the company and an insurance agent. 128 The
statute did not guide the Committee’s discretion. It simply established the Committee and
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declared that it “shall hold hearings on grievances brought by insurance agents relating to
termination of their contracts with insurance companies, and the committee may order the
insurance company to rescind termination.” 129 The court acknowledged the legitimacy of
legislative delegations as long as they are accompanied by “a declared policy or a prescribed
standard laid down by the legislature.”130 But here the law “neither declare[d] the legislative
policies which underlay the enactment of the statute nor establishe[d] standards to guide the
Grievance Committee in the exercise of its power.” 131 In reaching this conclusion the court laid
out a general statement to guide nondelegation inquiries: the legislature “may not create and
delegate duties and powers to an administrative agency if its commands are in such broad terms
as to leave the agency with unguided and unfettered discretion in the assigned field of
activity.”132
Six years later, the court invalidated another statute authorizing a Director of Motor
Vehicles to suspend or revoke any driver’s license “for any cause which he may deem
sufficient.”133 The court found that the statute granted this power “without any express or
implied qualifications, and thus provides no aid for judicial construction.”134 But these broadly
worded statutes are the exception, and most delegations are upheld under New Hampshire’s
relatively permissive test.135 The court uses the doctrine to police delegations that are entirely
standardless, which allows most statutes to survive scrutiny.
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6. Oklahoma
Like New Hampshire, Oklahoma’s highest court has held laws to be invalid only on rare
occasions when no guidance accompanies a delegation to administrative officials. In a curious
case from 1982, the Supreme Court of Oklahoma refused to compel the state’s Attorney General
(AG) to implement provisions of the Oklahoma Campaign Finance Act that the AG deemed
unconstitutional.136 The AG claimed that the law’s provisions enabling funding of political
parties violated the state constitution’s requirement that funds be spent for public purposes. The
court decided that to answer this question, it had to inquire into “the policy of the law as declared
by the legislature” as well as “the standards to be followed by an agency in carrying out the
policy.”137 But the law was deemed to contain no policy or standards; thus “[t]he fundamental
function of policy-making has been left by the Act to unbridled agency discretion. Power so to
be exercised by an agency does not rest on constitutionally firm underpinnings.”138 The court
determined that the case was “not presently justiciable” because “[a]bsent a declared policy with
effective agency rules fashioned pursuant to a lawfully delegated authority, the Act is unfit for
implementation.”139 The court’s opinion in Estep did not clearly identify the nondelegation
doctrine as the reason for invalidating the statute. Rather, it used the nondelegation doctrine to
conclude that the law’s purposes cannot be gleaned, making the case nonjusticiable.
The Supreme Court of Oklahoma applied the nondelegation doctrine in a more
conventional manner in a 2002 case, In Re Initiative Petition No. 366.140 The case involved an
initiative to designate English as Oklahoma’s official language and require the use of English on
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all state documents and in state meetings and publications. The petition contained an exception
for educational institutions, and granted rulemaking authority to the state’s Board of Education
and Board of Regents to implement that exception. The court declared the petition invalid
because, inter alia, the rulemaking authority violated the nondelegation doctrine. While the
petition’s language authorized the rulemaking “to promote the following principles,” no
principles were articulated. The petition, in the court’s terse analysis, “fails to provide any
principles.”141 With no principle or policy to guide the state’s education officials in making rules
regarding the state’s official language, the court concluded, the law “leaves the fundamental
policy-making function to the unbridled discretion of the State Board of Education and the Board
of Regents for Higher Education.”142 The court’s analysis suggests that a statute delegating
authority with no statement of policy or standards whatsoever will be vulnerable to a
nondelegation challenge. Statutes containing even vague policy statements or standards,
however, are commonly upheld.143 Like New Hampshire, Oklahoma’s nondelegation doctrine is
only employed rarely to strike statutes containing no intelligible principles at all.
7. Pennsylvania
In similar fashion, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has articulated a standard for
nondelegation cases that looks for adequate standards to guide agency discretion: “[w]hile the
General Assembly may, with adequate standards and guidelines, constitutionally delegate the
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power and authority to execute or administer a law, the prohibition against delegation of
‘legislative power’ requires that the basic policy choices be made by the General Assembly.” 144
In one case from 1989, Blackwell v. Commonwealth State Ethics Commission, the court
invalidated a state law sunsetting the state’s ethics commission.145 The law established a
leadership committee (composed of members of the General Assembly) and authorized it to
postpone the sunsetting of any agency “if necessary.”146 Because the sunset law did not contain
“adequate standards and guidelines” directing the leadership committee’s discretion, it was “pure
and simple, an unconstitutional exercise of the legislative power to make and enact laws.” 147
Language authorizing an administrative body to do something “if necessary” did not have the
effect of making the policy choice. It did, however, fail to provide a standard, thereby leaving the
administrators to make the policy choices.
In 2005, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania invalidated a law that established a Gaming
Control Board but did not provide any standards to guide the use of its discretion.148 The Board
was authorized to preempt local zoning regulations, but it could “in its discretion consider such
local zoning ordinances when considering an application for a slot machine license.” It was
required to notify localities about applications, provide a 60-day comment period, and consider
“recommendations” from the locality regarding “impact on the local community” and “land use
and transportation impact.”149 Quoting Blackwell, the court granted that the state legislature
could legally “delegate authority and discretion in connection with the execution and
administration of a law; it may establish primary standards and impose upon others the duty to
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carry out the declared legislative policy in accordance with the general provisions of the enabling
legislation.” The court also cited numerous instances of delegations that were upheld under this
standard. In this case, however, the law “allows the Board in its discretion to consider local
zoning ordinances” but “the Board is not given any guidance as to the import” of those
ordinances. The law did not tell the Board what to do with the input that it received from local
authorities, or even what general policy priorities to weigh in the consideration. The provision
was therefore held invalid as a standardless delegation.
8. West Virginia
West Virginia invalidated several laws over the past few decades on nondelegation
grounds, but most of the cases came with a twist: they gave power to the judiciary, not to an
administrative agency. For example, in 1995 the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia
invalidated a law that authorized state circuit courts to issue concealed carry permits, citing
several previous cases also involving delegations to the judiciary. “In view of these holdings,”
the Court declared, there was a well-settled “policy of strong adherence to the several
constitutional provisions relating to the separation of powers…and particularly as to the
jurisdiction of courts.”150 The court was concerned not to delegate the ministerial task of issuing
permits to the judiciary. As it explained, the law provides “nothing more than a judicial
endorsement of a license application.” It “eviscerate[s] any judicial discretion when it compels
the granting of the license if all qualifiers on the application are satisfied.” 151 The court did not
object to the lack of intelligible principles or standards in the legislation, but to the fact that the
power given to the judiciary was not judicial in character.
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In 1982, West Virginia’s highest court struck down a law that granted the state’s Public
Service Commission the power of contempt.152 But in doing so, the court emphasized the
narrowness of its holding, stating, “[w]e recognize that the Legislature may create an
administrative agency and give it quasi-judicial powers to conduct hearings and make findings of
fact without violating the separation of powers doctrine….[In previous cases] we recognized that
from a practical standpoint, it was often impossible to maintain a complete separation between
the three branches of government.”153 The court distinguished the contempt power from other
powers that may be lawfully delegated to administrative bodies. But transferring the contempt
power, the court reasoned, was “a direct and fundamental encroachment by one branch of
government into the traditional powers of another.”154 In effect, the nondelegation doctrine is
imposed with some frequency to invalidate statutes in West Virginia, but only in relatively
narrow circumstances that are not typical of delegations of regulatory power to administrative
agencies.
9. Vermont
Vermont presents the most curious case of the nine (by this article’s count) states in
which the nondelegation doctrine is still relevant in the lawmaking or regulatory context. Prior
to 2000, Vermont could rightfully be classified as a weak nondelegation state. In 2000, the
Vermont Supreme Court decided In Re Handy, which invalidated a law that forbade town
administrators from issuing permits during a “pendency period” between the date of public
notice of proposed amended zoning bylaws and their date of effect, without the written consent
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of the town’s legislative body.155 The court claimed that the law gave “town select boards
unbridled discretion to decide whether to review applications under the old or new zoning laws,
with no standards to limit the exercise of that discretion.”156 In Re Handy, however, does not
appear to portend a resurgence of the nondelegation doctrine in Vermont and was most likely
attributable to unique circumstances.
Part IV: Implications
A. Differences in the Scholarly Assessments
To summarize: eight or nine states (Alaska, Florida, New Hampshire, Kentucky,
Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and perhaps Vermont) have enforced the
nondelegation doctrine against legislative or regulatory delegations in a relatively robust manner
in the past several decades (since 1980). With the possible exception of the Florida Supreme
Court’s decision in Askew, however, the cases in these states do not devise elaborate tests to
distinguish permissible and impermissible delegations. Rather, they approach the doctrine in a
similar manner to the U.S. Supreme Court’s “intelligible principle” test. They look to see if
statutes provide adequate standards and policy guidance, so that the policy is made by the
legislature, and the administrative agency is simply tasked with implementing that policy. This
is still the reigning approach at the national level, but these state courts put teeth into the test,
striking statutes on the outer edges, in which the law provides no standards or guidelines
whatsoever.
The list of states where nondelegation is currently (relatively) robust bears some
similarity to the states listed by Greco and Rossi, but there are important differences. Seven of
155
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the nine states categorized as relatively strong nondelegation states in this article are similarly
categorized by Greco and Rossi (Florida, New Hampshire, Kentucky, Montana, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia). Two of the states categorized by Rossi and Greco as weak
nondelegation states – Alaska and Vermont – have invalidated states on nondelegation grounds
in the last 40 years, and are thus categorized here as strong nondelegation states. The remaining
states Greco and Rossi classify as strong nondelegation states are, for various reasons explained
above, classified in this article as weak states. Either, as in the cases of New York, South
Carolina, and Texas, their leading nondelegation precedents are not actually nondelegation cases
in the strict sense, or, as in the cases of Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, and Virginia,
they were previously mischaracterized as strong cites by relying on precedents that did not
actually invalidate statutes. Illinois, as discussed above, is wrongly classified by Rossi as a
strong nondelegation state, because the state’s highest court has retreated significantly from a
strict approach to the doctrine since the 1970s.
Table 2 presents this article’s alternative classification of states based on cases decided
since 1980. The first category contains states where the traditional nondelegation doctrine has
been applied at least once to invalidate a statute. The second category contains states where
nondelegation has been applied to invalidate statutes in more narrow contexts such as private
delegations, the tax power, or ultra vires questions. (Some of the states in the first category
would also qualify for classification in the second; it is possible for a state to be in both
categories.) The third category contains weak nondelegation states.
Table 2: New Classification of State Nondelegation Doctrines
(Relatively) Strong
Nondelegation States

Narrow Nondelegation States
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Weak Nondelegation States

Alaska, Florida, Kentucky,
Montana, New Hampshire,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, Vermont

Arizona, Idaho, Kansas,
Louisiana, New York, North
Dakota, South Carolina,
Texas, Virginia

Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Georgia, Hawaii, Indiana,
Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio,
Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Utah,
Washington, Wisconsin,
Wyoming

B. Implications for our Understanding of the State Nondelegation Doctrines
This survey of the state nondelegation doctrines leads to three important conclusions.
First, it suggests that the Supreme Court does not need to construct an elaborate new test to apply
the nondelegation doctrine. Rather, the Supreme Court could put teeth into the nondelegation
doctrine by better applying its existing precedents. In Schecter Poultry Corp. v. United States,
for instance, the Supreme Court simply asked whether Congress’s statute “has itself established
the standards of legal obligation, thus performing its essential legislative function,” or whether it
has failed “to enact such standards” and “attempted to transfer that function to others.” 157 The
Supreme Court could follow its leading precedent, ignoring the “Intelligible Principle” test
altogether, and simply focus on whether the relevant statute provides any guidance or standards
to the agency. This would mimic the inquiry adopted in states such as Florida, Kentucky,
Montana, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma, and Vermont. Alternatively, the Court can continue to apply
the Intelligible Principle test but apply it in a more robust manner, as several of the strong
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nondelegation states described in this article have done. It is not the test that matters, but the
way in which it is applied, that determines how a state is categorized.158
Second, these states suggest that reinvigorating the nondelegation doctrine would not lead
to apocalyptic results. None of the states discussed in this section have crippled their
governments by applying the doctrine more vigorously. The doctrine has been used to strike the
most egregious statutes rather than invalidate the majority, or even a sizeable portion, of their
regulatory programs. One recent empirical study finds little correlation between robust
nondelegation doctrines and legislative drafting in the states.159 Even in those states where the
nondelegation doctrine has been used to strike statutes on multiple occasions over the past few
decades, the state legislatures have not adjusted their behavior in a significant way. As Daniel
Walters shows in his forthcoming article on the state nondelegation doctrine, the evidence in the
states suggests that even if the Supreme Court reinvigorates the nondelegation doctrine it “will
not fundamentally change anything about how courts approach the problem of delegation.” 160
Third, there does not seem to be an “ideological” nature to nondelegation challenges at
the state level. The states where nondelegation challenges are successful in the lawmaking or
regulatory context are not predominantly small or large, nor rural or urban, nor predominantly
Democratic or Republican. Although it is common for legal scholars to claim that the use of the
nondelegation doctrine is “all so transparently partisan,” and that “by design [it] will frustrate
Democratic efforts to govern,” the history of the doctrine at the state level supplies evidence to
refute such claims.161 One study finds no relationship between such factors as the size of a
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state’s economy or population size and the robustness of its nondelegation doctrine, and a minor,
statistically insignificant correlation between a state’s political leaning and its nondelegation
doctrine: “the same nondelegation regime, weak or strong, exists in roughly the same measure in
different types of states, rich or poor, liberal or conservative, large or small.”162
Most nondelegation challenges at the national level involve the delegation of lawmaking
or regulatory authority to administrative agencies. In these types of cases at the state level, the
nondelegation doctrine appears in most cases to be not “alive and well”163 but dead or on life
support. The analysis in these states – all but nine, in this article’s analysis – tends to follow the
same path as the Supreme Court’s intelligible principle test: if the statutory provision at issue
contains even vague standards or guidelines (or in many cases, procedural safeguards) to
constrain the agency’s discretion, it will be upheld.
That is not to say that the state nondelegation doctrines afford no guidance to the Justices
on the Supreme Court. For one, they illustrate that a test that requires statutory standards does
not have to be a dead letter. As explained above, some states have put teeth into the test, and
have struck statutes that provide no guidance to administrative agencies. 164 In addition, those
states where the nondelegation doctrine continues to be enforced have not experienced incapable
or inefficient government. If anything, the application of the nondelegation doctrine at the state
level should reassure those who are afraid that, in Justice Kagan’s words, a revived doctrine
means that “most of government is unconstitutional.”165
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Conclusion
A change in the Supreme Court’s approach to the nondelegation doctrine is on the
horizon. Most scholars and commentators have suggested that this change would be momentous.
Some even suggest that it would cripple modern government fundamentally. Much of this
response is based on a fear of the unknown, since we have never witnessed a period in which the
Supreme Court routinely enforced a conventional nondelegation doctrine by invalidating
statutory delegations of power to administrative agencies.
To get a better sense of what a reinvigorated nondelegation doctrine might mean in
practice, it is helpful to examine the current status of the nondelegation doctrine in the states.
Although a more robust nondelegation doctrine is enforced in some states today, it has not
dramatically affected the daily operation of these states’ governments. Nor has the application of
the nondelegation doctrine perfectly followed partisan or ideological distinctions. Finally, as
other recent authors have observed, the specific doctrine a court adopts is less significant than
how that doctrine is enforced in practice. Indeed, in many of the states with relatively robust
nondelegation doctrines, the test resembles the Supreme Court’s current “intelligible principle”
test.
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